








How will using the CALM technique improve vour 

abilitv to engage? 

l4 Mentimeter 

Staying focused and being prepared 

Being more mindful, clear, and focused 

be prepared - respond instead of react to 

the situation 

CALM =Calm 

Feeling confident in my training and myself 

to act with purpose 

Better engagement with the family 

Better engage with the family 

Keeping focus 

Be better prepared as an on-call worker to 

assess present danger 

• 

-



How will using the CALM technique improve vour 

abilitv to engage? 

l4 Mentimeter 

Be prepared and available to listen 

Help illustrate the clients perspective 

Going into calls more prepared. 

Help to keep families in crisis calm as well 

Slow down, make sure you are prepared. 

This is really the only thing you can control 

in an uncontrollable situation. 

Prepare for the interaction. 

Stay focused 

Stay in a place of curiosity 

Good reminder about gathering info 

pertinent to safety 

• 

-



How will using the CALM technique improve vour 

abilitv to engage? 

l4 Mentimeter 

They will feel less judged and hopefully 

they will engage better 

Being better prepared to deal with things 

that you are not ready for. 

Can use when preparing for all different 

types of meetings. 

CALM will help with preparing for interviews 

and gaining competency with social work 

practice. 

Increase their trust and safety will assist in 

engagement. 

Better ability to gather thorough but 

relevant information 

B be e prepared 

Help stay grounded if things get chaotic 

Focus more on the needed information vs. 

"extras" 

• 

-



How will using the CALM technique improve vour 

abilitv to engage? 

l4 Mentimeter 

Having a plan and collaboration will assist. 

Stay focused 

Gather info on who cares about this family, 

potential helpers for the family 

Helps remind you to calmly listen and not 

be judgmental. 

Prepare, stay focused, land listen to learn 

Keeping focus on what's most important 

and why we are involved .. 

Reduce over-intervention 

stay engaged on the current topic and 

needs 

De-escalate instead of increasing conflict 

• 

-



How will using the CALM technique improve vour 

abilitv to engage? 

• Be prepared and focused 

l4 Mentimeter 



What engaging skills have worked well to collect 

information during the assessment of present danger? 

l4 Mentimeter 

Allowing silence and slowing down Normalizing 

Using empathy Self-Pep Talks 

Validation, validation, validation! Relaxed body language 

Be genuine and transparent 

Inviting the family to help explain "their story" instead of 

investigating faults. 

Honesty, openness, reliable 

• 

-



What engaging skills have worked well to collect 

information during the assessment of present danger? 

l4 Mentimeter 

tone of voice 

Calm, empathetic, sharing strengths, validate, appearing 

calm, confident, and competent 

Truly explaining purpose to family 

Slowing down, being okay with silence, and allowing think 

time when asking questions 

Not being reactionary to the clients emotions. It is not 

personal. 

Going into meetings without assumptions. Hearing them out. 

Being empathic. Being honest w/them up front. No 

judgement. Point out all the positives and stay strength 

based. Being organized make sure you are recording what 

you heard correctly. 

Being open and honest about what role we play in the 

situation 

Confidence, empathy, competence, remaining calm and 

listening to what everyone has to say 

Asking open questions- avoid being accusatory 

• 

-



What engaging skills have worked well to collect 

information during the assessment of present danger? 

l4 Mentimeter 

Using all resources available 

Be able to calmly articulate why you're there 

Being transparent! Be clear! Empathetic! 

Rapport building and acknowledging emotions while also 

focusing on info gathering. 

Transparency 

Take a moment to regulate before going in. Come prepared 

with questions. Stay focused on gathering whats needed 

and avoid the word vomit to keep things centered on safety 

Explain the concern thoroughly, so the family can 

understand and respond. 

Explaining our role in the process and why we are there. 

Not reacting to other's emotions and behaviors 

• 

-



What engaging skills have worked well to collect 

information during the assessment of present danger? 

l4 Mentimeter 

Point out the good things within the family.Be non

judgemental.Be honest about what may happen so you can 

move forward with conversation. 

Remind me to be curious instead of jumping to judgement. 

Lower the emotions of the room by changing tone of voice. 

Be straightforward about decisions to be made, actions 

that can be taken, and goal to help them stay together 

safely. 

Reframing, humanizing in a non judgmental manner. Relating 

to the client. 

Meeting the family where their at. Showing empathy 

Dont forget to build rapport and acknowledge their 

emotions in this moment 

Risk vs present dangerEngagement 

Utilizing natural resources to help families through the 

present danger process 

Acknowledging and allowing feelings. 

• 

-



What engaging skills have worked well to collect 

information during the assessment of present danger? 

l4 Mentimeter 

Remain calm regardless of their emotions/reactions, stay 

grounded in inner calm 

Keeping calm when the client is being aggressive. 

Calm presence 

TRANSPARENCY 

Letting families know you want to work with them to reach 

the same goals 

Clear and open communication 

Active listening, staying calm, being direct 

AR Working Plan for Family Support Strategies 

Be able to insulate yourself from people's reactions. Don't 

take them personally. 

• 

-



What engaging skills have worked well to collect 

information during the assessment of present danger? 

Asking the family about "the positives" 

Being transparent as possible and having true empthy. 

Transparent 

Go in open minded and not giving the feelings to family our 

minds are made up. 

Honest and direct. 

Reset to explore all options 

l4 Mentimeter 

Meeting the family where they are at. Allowing them to assist 

in the planning process 

Emphasize protective capacities through/strengths 

Compliment their positives 

• 

-



What engaging skills have worked well to collect 

information during the assessment of present danger? 

l4 Mentimeter 

Slow the discussion down to properly engage 

Transparency, teaming, standard questions/information to 

touch on 

Transparency. Explain role, what I can and cannot do. 

Explain their rights. Discuss concerns and what we can do 

to work together 

Get creative with solutions. Partner with them, balance 

power 

Be Honest and open with them 

Assess for needed supports, not just danger threats. 

Treating each case like a new one. Even if they are the same 

concerns as another case that you have had in the past. No 

one case or scenario is the same. 

Be competent in the information you have and information 

you need to help remain calm and focused. 

Recognizing family's culture and my own. 

• 

-



What engaging skills have worked well to collect 

information during the assessment of present danger? 

l4 Mentimeter 

Hearing what people have to say before making judgment 

Giving copies PDT and IDT for clients 

Utilizing confidence and knowledge surrounding safety 

when addressing present danger safety concerns 

Ask the family for their understanding. Ask how you can help 

support and clarify any information covered. 

come prepared with some questions and write them down 

ahead of time to remind yourself 

Focus on engaging first - solving second 

Asking the family not you then who when developing a plan 

with the family 

Have compassion about what may be current conditions 

for the family. 

Using reflections to allow them to feel heard 

• 

-



What engaging skills have worked well to collect 

information during the assessment of present danger? 

Slow everyone down, gather demographics to set the pace Remind the family that a present danger does not equal a 

bad person or something that is impossible to change. 

l4 Mentimeter 

• 

-




